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Full-time analyst position with Sinolytics China 
 
Sinolytics’ China office has an open analyst position. Work location can be Beijing or Shanghai. 

 

Sinolytics (www.sinolytics.de) is a young and fast-moving business consultancy headquartered in Berlin, Germany. As an 
Analyst at Sinolytics China you will work on research assignments to support client cases as well as business and product 
development initiatives. You will have the opportunity to gain first-hand experience in China-focused business strategy 
development for international firms across various industries and sectors. You will be able to hone your research, 
analytical and communication skills by working closely with a diverse group of experienced and dedicated experts who 
find joy in research and problem-solving.  

Your key activities include: 

• Conduct research on various regulatory topics, such as market governance, cybersecurity, sustainability and 
finance 

• Collect, summarize and organize relevant data and information into accurate and timely output 

• Evaluate the quality of information and proactively identify new angles, tools or sources for further analysis 

• Help prepare effective client communication and presentation materials 

• Present research findings in internal discussions and client meetings  

Requirements: 

• Educational background: BA in economics, business administration, political science, law, sociology  
or other relevant field, MA and/or overseas experience a plus 

• Strong analytical abilities, openness to challenge and rethink conventional assumptions 
• Ability to work independently in a fast-paced environment 
• Proficient Chinese and English language skills are a must, French or German skills are a plus 

Application documents: 

• Letter of motivation (max. 1 page) 

• CV 

Application deadline is 19th December 2021.  

Please send your documents (in English) to applications@sinolytics.de 

 

About Sinolytics 
Sinolytics is a European research-based consultancy entirely focused on China with offices in Berlin, Beijing and Brussels. We uniquely 

blend in-depth policy research with a management consulting approach to problem solving. We operate at the nexus of policy and 

business to analyze implications of China’s economic, industrial, technology, social and financial policies as well as intensifying areas 

of regulatory compliance such as cybersecurity/data protection, environment or the corporate social credit system for foreign 

business. Sinolytics also puts a special focus on the opportunities and challenges arising from China’s rapid technological and digital 

transformation. In these fields, we consult MNCs, SMEs, investors and public sector agencies providing in-depth research and expert 

analysis to enable well-informed China strategy development and decision-making. 
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